One effective way to improve the state of the art is through competitions. Following the success of the Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) in bioinformatics research, a number of challenge evaluations have been organized by the text-mining research community to assess and advance natural language processing (NLP) research for biomedicine. In this article, we review the different community challenge evaluations held from 2002 to 2014 and their respective tasks. Furthermore, we examine these challenge tasks through their targeted problems in NLP research and biomedical applications, respectively. Next, we describe the general workflow of organizing a Biomedical NLP (BioNLP) challenge and involved stakeholders (task organizers, task data producers, task participants and end users). Finally, we summarize the impact and contributions by taking into account different BioNLP challenges as a whole, followed by a discussion of their limitations and difficulties. We conclude with future trends in BioNLP challenge evaluations.
Introduction
As most biomedical discoveries are communicated in scholarly publications, finding and reading relevant information in literature is essential for any researcher in life sciences [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, the large size of the biomedical literature and its rapid growth in recent years (>3000 articles are published in biomedical journals every day) make literature search and information access a demanding task [1, 5, 6] . Health-care professionals in the clinical domain face the similar problem of information explosion and overload [7] when dealing with the increasingly available electronic medical/health records [8] .
Because scholarly publications and clinical narratives are primarily written in text, natural language processing (NLP) becomes increasingly important in biomedical research, as it can greatly facilitate research productivity [9] by extracting key information from free text and converting it into structured knowledge for human comprehension. Since late 1990s, the interdisciplinary collaboration between the NLP and biomedical communities has become more common, forming a new research area known as biomedical natural language processing (BioNLP) or text mining with the goal of developing NLP methods for various kinds of biomedical applications. As illustrated in Figure 1 , text-mining developers first use information retrieval (IE) techniques such as document classification and document/passage retrieval to select relevant documents [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . This article selection process greatly narrows down the search space from the entire document collection to the ones of interest (associated BioNLP topics include biomedical literature retrieval, chemical patent retrieval, medical case retrieval and cohort identification). The selection process is known as article triaging [10, 17] . BioNLP developers then incorporate information extraction (IE) technologies (e.g. event extraction or entity-relation extraction) to identify the text segment that may represent a targeted information focus. The focus may be an entity-entity interaction (e.g. drug-drug interaction, or DDI [18] , and protein-protein interaction, or PPI [19] ), an entity-entity relation (e.g. protein-residue association [20] , gene relation [21] or temporal relation in clinical record [22] ), reference statements or experimental methods regarding bio-entities' functions or relations (e.g. references into gene function, or geneRIFs [23] ), biological processes (e.g. phosphorylation) along with participating bio-entities (e.g. gene event extraction [24] ), etc. Overall, the automatic NLP-enabled data channeling exposes users in life sciences to specific text snippets of interest without the significant effort of manual searching and researching. Subsequently, the extracted or text-mined information from biomedical literature and clinical records alike has a wide range of real-world applications. For instance, it can be exploited to assist database curation [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , construct ontologies [30] , facilitate semantic Web search [31, 32] and help the development of interactive systems (e.g. computer-assisted curation tools [33, 34] ).
To promote such interdisciplinary collaboration and to assess and advance the NLP techniques in biomedicine, a myriad of BioNLP shared tasks/challenges have been organized over the years following the success of CASP in 1994 [35, 36] on protein structure prediction. Some of the challenges focus on processing information in biomedical literature while others in medical records. Complementary to the surveys of general progress in biomedical text mining, such as [37, 38] , this review serves as a brief introduction to the BioNLP shared tasks successfully held from 2002 to 2014. We specifically consider both the perspective of NLP research and the underlying biological problem, and provide a systematic summary and comparison of these tasks and their subtasks. We also outline the steps in organizing BioNLP challenges. Finally, we summarize the impact and contributions of these challenge tasks as a whole, followed by a discussion of their limitations and difficulties. Note that task participating systems (or implementations) are not in the scope of this review. We ask the reader to refer to the individual task overview papers for participants' methodology, system descriptions and system performance. Table 1 , which details the challenge tasks. In Figure 2 , the BioNLP challenge evaluations are primarily grouped by the text genre: biological tasks focus on scholarly publications while clinical tasks on clinical records. Challenge tasks were first introduced to the BioNLP community by the ACM KDD Cup in 2002, followed by TREC Genomics and many others in recent years.
Task overview

KDD Cup, TREC Genomics/Chemical and CoNLL
Early challenges, such as KDD Cup and TREC Genomics, mostly focused on the document retrieval [23] or document classification [17] tasks. For example, the fly genetics task in KDD Cup 2002 [39] required participants to determine whether an article meets the curation criteria of fly gene expression. TREC ad hoc retrieval tasks [23] asked participants to perform document retrieval for the curation of gene functions (i.e. to select articles that discuss gene functions) in 2003 and to retrieve documents containing specific topics related to genes or other bio-entities in 2004 [10] and 2005 [40] . Passage/statement retrieval was also attempted by TREC [23] where participating systems were asked to extract texts that are references into gene functions (GeneRIFs) [41, 42] . Later in 2006 [43] and 2007 [44] , TREC Genomics further formulated search topics into natural language questions (bio-entity-based questions in 2007) addressing biologists' quests in the paradigm of question answering (QA) via NLP. Continuing its previous efforts on document retrieval, TREC organized a chemical track from 2009 to 2011 [45] [46] [47] addressing the needs of document retrieval in chemical patents. For text classification, CoNLL dedicated its 2010 shared task to the identification of uncertain sentences in biomedical literature and locating in-sentence hedging cues [48] , as negations and speculations common in biomedical publications can have direct influence on the text-mined results.
BioCreative, JNLPBA and CALBC
In 2004, BioCreative and JNLPBA started to address the needs to automatically detect bio-entities in free texts. Specifically, the Gene Mention (GM) task [49] in BioCreative I [50] aimed for gene name detection, whereas the bio-entity task in JNLPBA [51] involved multiple entity types such as DNA, RNA and cell type. Biological named entity recognition (NER) is essential, as it is the building block for many higher-level NLP tasks such as protein-protein interaction or gene regulation (GR) extraction [51] . Following the GM tasks, the gene normalization (GN) task in BioCreative I [52] , BioCreative II [53] and BioCreative III [54] was introduced where gene names located automatically are further mapped to unique identifiers in some standard lexicons/databases (e.g. EntrezGene). In addition to genes or proteins, automatic detection of other key biological entities such as chemicals and diseases is also examined in recent BioCreative tasks [55] [56] [57] . CALBC is another NER-oriented challenge with the goal of generating a large, shared corpus with annotated bio-entities [58, 59] .
KDD Cup, LLL, BioCreative, DDIExtraction and BioASQ
Meanwhile, IE techniques have been tested in various biorelated topics such as the GR prediction track in KDD Cup 2002 and the genic interaction extraction task in LLL 2005 [21] . In BioCreative, two major IE tasks were introduced: the automatic assignment of gene ontology terms (i.e. the GO task in BioCreative I [60] and IV [61, 62] ) and the extraction of proteinprotein interaction (i.e. the PPI task in BioCreative II [19] , II.5 [63] and III [12] ). In 2011, the DDI task was first introduced in DDIExtraction [18] and then repeated in 2013 [64] . Facing similar challenge as the GO task in BioCreative, automatic assignment of MeSH terms to biomedical articles itself [65] is far more challenging owing to the size of the MeSH lexicon and rich expression of MeSH concepts in text (word sense disambiguation may be involved). Thus, it becomes one of the two tasks in the recent BioASQ challenge [66, 67] while the other task focused on obtaining precise and comprehensible answers to questions from real-life biomedical research.
BioNLP-ST
Compared with the BioCreative tasks and other IE-oriented events, BioNLP-ST has its unique semantics as to how to represent biological events/processes along with participating entities and devotes itself to event/relation extraction. For instance, the BioNLP-ST GENIA (GE) task in 2009 [24] , 2011 [68] and 2013 [69] asked task participants to extract gene-related events such Figure 2 . BioNLP challenges in chronological order. Challenges are shown in bold white font, whereas their specific task focus is shown in italic black font following the task/track short-hands in Table 1 . 
TAC BiomedSumm
In 2014, the TAC BiomedSumm track challenged participants to leverage the set of citation sentences that reference a specific paper ('citances') for summarization, an important problem in BioNLP research [42, 78] . Specifically, the track included identifying the text spans in the referenced papers reflecting the citances, classifying those spans into paper facets and then generating summary for the referenced papers based on the community discussion of their citances.
i2b2, TREC Medical/CDS
The first clinically oriented challenge task was introduced by Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) in 2006. An early focus was de-identification [79] , a task similar in spirit to NER, as the sensitive private health information in the medical/clinical records needs to be removed before distribution. i2b2 hosted text classification tasks on determining smoking status [80] at document level (i.e. clinical records) in the same year, on predicting obesity and its co-morbidities [81] at document level (i.e. clinical records) in 2008, on determining sentiments at sentence level (from suicide notes) in 2011 [82] and on predicting heart disease risks at document level (i.e. clinical records) in 2014. i2b2 was also interested in mention detection and concept recognition but not for bio-entities. Instead they tackled with clinical concepts such as medical problems, tests, treatments, medication and dosage in clinical narratives in 2009 [83] and 2010 [84] and, in addition to the concepts, temporal expressions in 2012 [22] . Recognized entities were then analyzed with assertion information (e.g. the presence/absence of a medical problem) in 2010 [84] or were later linked with temporal relations (e.g. the dosage before the surgery) in 2012 [22] . TREC, on the other hand, shifted its focus from biomedical literature to clinical records in recent years. TREC Medical track was introduced in 2011 [85] and 2012 [86] in view of identifying cohorts matching specific 'inclusion criteria' (e.g. gender, agegroup, treatment and disease present) for clinical research, clinical trials or epidemiological studies. In 2014, the TREC CDS track investigated NLP technologies for medical case retrieval for clinical decision support.
ShARe/CLEF eHealth and SemEval
In addition to i2b2 and TREC Medical/CDS, a new evaluation event called ShARe/CLEF eHealth was piloted in 2013 [87] . It addressed three separate tasks (a) traditional NER on disease names in clinical notes and normalization, (b) mapping acronyms and abbreviations in clinical documents to UMLS CUIs and (c) retrieving relevant documents to address questions patients may have when reading discharge summaries. In 2014, task 7 of SemEval [88] repeated the disease NER and normalization task of ShARe/CLEF eHealth 2013 while ShARe/CLEF eHealth 2014 launched a different set of tasks [89] : (a) interactive search system for eHealth data, (b) disease template/attribute filling [90] and (c) ad hoc medical record retrieval [91] where task (c) is the first attempt to deal with multilingualism.
In Figure 3 , we categorize the challenge tracks in Table 1 by the targeted problems in NLP research: from IR (ad hoc retrieval, passage retrieval and text classification), to NER (mention detection, normalization and co-reference resolution), to IE and to QA and summarization. For example, the cohort track of TREC Medical is in the category text classification while the BioCreative's CHEMDNER track [92] is in mention detection (chemical, drug and disease detection to be exact) and so are its GM and GN tracks. In general, NLP tasks closer to the top of the pyramid are more difficult. We can see from Figure 3 that, among the shared tasks, TREC pays much of its attention on IR, whereas others (e.g. BioCreative, LLL, BioNLP-ST and DDI) focus on NER and IE. From a different perspective, Figure 4 examines the BioNLP challenges based on targeted problems in biology and medicine. As can be seen, these two domains have their own interested entities and relations, respectively illustrated by circles and explosions in Figure 4 . On the biological side, the key bio-entities include genes/proteins, chemicals, drugs and diseases [93] [94] [95] [96] , whereas on the clinical side, medical problems, tests, treatments, medication relevant information and cohorts are mostly concerned. As for important relations, biological tasks mainly aim for bio-entities' functions (e.g. gene functions in the GO task of BioCreative), relational events (e.g. gene-related events in the GE of BioNLP-ST) and interactions (e.g. drug-drug interaction in the DDI task of DDIExtraction and protein-protein interaction in the PPI task of BioCreative). Clinical tasks, on the other hand, deal with completely different sets of relations between clinical entities such as temporal relations, status, assertion/risk, comorbidity and sentiment analysis. Figure 4 aligns individual tasks (in boxes) close to their associated entities and relations whenever possible. For example, the i2b2 obesity task [81] is aligned with the relation of co-morbidity, as it aims at predicting co-morbidities of the medical problem of obesity whereas the i2b2 temporal task [22] is aligned with the temporal relation, given its target of determining temporal relations between medical concepts (e.g. treatment and problem).
The organization of challenge tasks
Having discussed the roles of NLP community in life sciences and the topics in the past challenge events, we now turn our attention to how challenge tasks are typically organized. Figure 5 depicts the typical workflow of organizing a challenge event, which generally involves four stakeholders: task organizers, task data producer/domain experts, task participants and end users. In the beginning, task organizers discuss and identify a domain-specific topic/task that is both important in biomedicine and difficult in NLP. As exemplified in the following scenarios, many tasks were designed to meet realworld needs in biomedical research: a researcher with an information need searches bibliographic databases to find relevant articles (e.g. TREC Genomics/Chemistry task) or a biocurator needs to identify protein-protein interactions in text (e.g. BioCreative PPI task) or evidence sentences for a Gene Ontology annotation or GO code (e.g. BioCreative GO task). It is an important and common practice for the task organizers to include end users in this planning stage. Challenge tasks are typically designed to be responsive to the need for critical mass in biomedical or NLP research. For that reason, selected task topics need to address new problems but must also relate to earlier studies to ensure adequate interest from the community ( [97] [98] [99] [100] ). For instance, the document retrieval and gene NER tasks of TREC Genomics and BioCreative can be traced to the earlier pioneering studies such as [98] and [100] , respectively.
Once a domain topic is determined, the task organizers examine existing resources to collect appropriate materials for preparing task data to be used in system development and evaluation. Typical text collections in BioNLP challenges include either scholarly publications (e.g. PubMed) or clinical records, which are distributed by health-care or medical centers with personal health information removed according to HIPAA rules. During this process, license and data privacy issues have to be examined and addressed.
Next, task organizers usually recruit domain experts to manually annotate the relevant documents for preparing task data or corpus. For example, in the BioCreative IV GO task, annotators were invited to mark up relevant gene/proteins, GO codes and associated evidence in scholarly publications. The human annotations then served as gold standards, against which the automated results from participating systems are compared. Typically, annotators need to reference external knowledge sources or databases when producing gold standards. For example, annotators may consult the gene identifiers in EntrezGene [101, 102] , protein identifiers in UniProt [103] and gene ontology [104] for tasks of GN and GO code assignment. To ease participants' burden and to focus their attention on the main task, sometimes part of the gold standards may be provided. For instance, most of BioNLP-ST tasks' bio-entities are provided so that task participants can focus solely on extracting events or biological processes. During data annotation, automatic tools may be used to speed up the process of manual annotation [105] . For example, OSCAR4 [106] was used for the corpus development in BioNLP-ST 2013 CG task. In such cases, domain experts may be prompted with automated pre-annotations and need only to correct erroneous annotations or to add missing ones. In addition to task data preparation/annotation, the organizers also provide the evaluation infrastructure for the challenge.
Meanwhile, task organizers will announce the competition and solicit participants through an open call. Participants typically have a few months to build their preliminary systems based on the training data distributed by task organizers and annotated by domain experts. And additional development data set may be released later to prevent over-fitting the training data. In the end, participants are given a few days to submit test results in different runs (e.g. different system parameters) and participating systems are evaluated using task-specific evaluation metrics (e.g. precision, recall, f-measure, reciprocal ranking) against the human-annotated gold standards.
After the competition, task organizers usually release training and testing data and task participants release their mature systems, to promote future improvement in the domain topic. In some events, an emphasis is also placed on pushing leading methods into real-world applications by engaging end users and system developers at the end of the challenge.
The impact and contributions of challenge tasks
Community-run BioNLP challenges not only assess the state of the art but also help advance the field in many aspects (see Figure 6 ):
Develop and release shared test collections
Manually created gold-standard annotations are critical for the development and evaluation of algorithms and systems in the BioNLP research. However, manual corpus annotation is also time-consuming and highly expensive, thus posing difficulties to individual research groups [107, 108] . Through communityrun challenge evaluations, such costs are shared [57] . As a result, a large number of text corpora were made freely available to the BioNLP researchers including those de-identified health records that are otherwise difficult to obtain due to various access restrictions. These test data are widely (re-)used both during and after the challenges.
Because task data preparation and its sharing is critical for challenge evaluations, it has resulted in advancements in many related issues, such as annotation guideline standardization, alternatives to expert annotation and annotation tool development. The i2b2 challenge evaluations have led to the standardization of the guidelines in annotating clinical narratives by domain experts. In several challenges, task organizers also successfully experimented with alternatives to expert annotation. For example, i2b2 2010 involved the research community (i.e. task participants) [84] , whereas BioCreative III GN task used automatically inferred silver-standard [54] . Finally, the needs in corpus annotation also advanced the development of annotation tools such as BRAT [109] and PubTator [33] .
Novel algorithms and improved results of difficult problems
Many BioNLP challenge evaluations led to the efforts of new NLP algorithm/tool development. And as a result, task performance sometimes increases significantly. For instance, performance was doubled for the ad hoc document retrieval tasks in TREC Genomics [10, 40, 43, 44] . Another example is the MeSH indexing task (i.e. automatically generate relevant MeSH headings for new PubMed articles) of the recent BioASQ challenge, where the best results (in F1-measure) moved from 0.538 to 0.591 at the end of its first year challenge in 2013 and further increased to 0.632 in 2014, improving the state of the art by 17% in 2 years [66, 67, 110] .
Additional advances are seen in evaluation measures. To meaningfully evaluate results of different tasks, various evaluation measures have been adopted in addition to those traditional ones. For instance, TAP-k measures were introduced in the GN Task of BioCreative III because the traditional F-measure was unable to capture the ranking aspect of the predicted results [54] .
Finally, challenge tasks help identify bottlenecks and emerging topics in BioNLP research. For instance, to improve interoperability and encourage combining efforts into more Community challenges in biomedical text mining | 139 powerful and capable systems, recently there have been proposals such as BioC [111, 112] for new standards to share NLP tools and corpora. Challenges events provide unique opportunities for the community to develop, test and compare different proposals.
Form and strengthen research communities
Challenge evaluations help strengthen the community by focusing on important and challenging problems in BioNLP research (e.g. concept recognition, relation extraction and deidentification) and also by bringing in together researchers in associated workshops. Challenge participants benefit from indepth discussion with their peers on common problems and publications in workshops and/or special issues. In addition, such events foster potential opportunities for collaborations.
Push BioNLP research into real-world applications
Some challenge evaluations also go beyond a single community and endeavor to bridge the gap between BioNLP research and new application domains. For example, since 2010, BioCreative has organized workshops in annual meetings of the biocuration society with a focus on better understanding biocuration workflows [113] and promoting the development and deployment of BioNLP tools into production curation pipelines. To date, there are already several reported successes (e.g. [33, 114] ).
Education and outreach
Challenge tasks and associated data are often used by graduate students toward their thesis research (e.g. [115] and [116] ), as well as have been used in developing training materials such as courses/tutorials (e.g. https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/DataSets/ Courses.php). Students and trainees also greatly benefit from attending challenges workshops and participating in discussion.
To conclude, we find that these community-run challenge evaluations contribute significantly to the BioNLP research. And, indeed, they have become an integral part of the text-mining research, as many BioNLP studies experiment with the task data and use results during the challenge task as reference when developing their new techniques. Nonetheless, it is important to note that these formal evaluations are not without their own set of (internal) issues and challenges ranging from a focus on a small set of unrealistic tasks using small-size test collections, to insufficient participation and method homogenization, and to poor performance and limited benefits to practical applications.
The limitations of formal challenge evaluations
First, challenge tasks are always simplified or abstracted from the real-world problems due to the nature of open evaluations (tasks have to be well defined and with a 'proper' level of difficulty). For instance, owing to the restricted access and difficulty in processing full text, a common simplification step shared by many BioNLP challenge tasks is to use abstracts instead, despite the fact that individual researchers, data indexers and curators routinely read the full text [61, 65] . Other examples include using a modest number of artificial and well-structured questions of limited types for QA or IR tasks, whereas in realty, information seekers typically ask complex and open-ended natural language questions that are often ill-formed and ungrammatical [3] .
Second, there may not be sufficient participation or innovation in method development. Insufficient participation can happen because of the task itself (too difficult or unattractive) or owing to the other competing tasks in the same time. As can be seen in Figure 2 , in recent years there have always been more concurrent tasks than an individual group could address. As a result, some tasks had low participation (less than five). Also, we notice that when a task is broken down into multiple subtasks, fewer teams afford to choose to complete it end-to-end. For instance, in BioNLP-ST 2009 [24] , there were 24 teams participating in GE subtask-1, although only two teams completed all three subtasks. In terms of technical advancement, challenge tasks are designed to stimulate the research community to progress by developing new and different methodologies. However, when an existing method is found to be effective and competitive, we often see a lack of diversity in team methods. For example, of the top 12 systems in the Smoking Status detection task at the 2006 i2b2 challenge, 9 used support vector machines with no statistically significant difference in their microaveraged F-measures [80] .
Finally, there exists a gap between challenge tasks and real-world use for several reasons. First, for some tasks, even the best automated results are significantly lower than what is desired in practical settings. Furthermore, as previously discussed, challenge tasks are always an abstraction of the real problems so that even a high-performing system will be plagued by many other factors (e.g. different text input, system scalability or interoperability) in real-world applications. For instance, previous BioCreative Gene Normalization challenge showed that the task performance dropped significantly when tested on full texts [54] instead of abstracts [53] . Finally, a tradition for many participants in such challenges is to achieve competitive performance and publish results in a reputable journal. Not until recently, there was almost no incentive for teams to adapt and push their methods into real-world uses.
Future trends
With regards to future trends, we believe that challenge evaluations will continue playing critical roles in BioNLP given their success so far. Although some fundamental tasks (e.g. NER, IE) may continue, we also expect to see new challenge tasks in the near future to address different user needs in biomedical research and health care. Continued push of turning successful techniques/methods into real-world applications is also expected [117, 118] . Toward such a goal, the assessment of system scalability and interoperability should become important factors in future challenge evaluations in addition to the traditional evaluation of system accuracy [119, 120] . Another trend may be that given limited resources, in lieu of separate challenge evaluations, a more collaborative competition framework can be coordinated in a more efficient and cost-effective manner, which would benefit both task organizers and participants. Finally, formal challenge evaluations have been shown to be useful up to a certain point but collaborative competition might be the means to collectively solve those realworld problems that are too complex for a single participating team.
Key Points
• We review BioNLP challenges in biological and clinical domains held from 2002 to 2014.
• We summarize the challenge subtasks based on NLP and entity-relation perspectives.
• We describe the steps of organizing and running community challenge evaluations.
• We discuss the impact and contributions of BioNLP challenges in multiple aspects, as well as their difficulties and limitations.
